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Inspection Summary

Inspection on January 7 through February 4, 1985 (Report No. 50-346/85-03(DRP))
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection by resident inspectors of
licensee action on previous inspection findings, operational safety, mainten-
ance, surveillance, licensee event reports, IE bulletins, plant trips and
independent inspection. The inspection involved 309 inspector-hours onsite by
five NRC inspectors including 75 inspector-hours onsite during off shifts.
Results: Of the 8 areas inspected, no items of noncompliance or deviations were '

identified in 7 areas and 1 item of noncompliance was identified in the area of
licensee-actions on previous inspection findings (failure to cap open safety
related piping during maintenance) and 1 item of deviation wa, identified in the_

area of licensee actions on previous inspection findings (failure to provide an
acceptable intercom system between the control room and the shift. supervisor's
office).
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

*T. Murray, Nuclear Mission Assistant Vice President
'

*S. Quennoz, Plant Manager
D. Briden, Chemist and Health Physicist

*W. O' Conner, Operations Engineer
L. Simon, Operations Supervisor
C. Daft, QA Director

*J. Faris, Administrative Coordinator
*S. Wideman, Senior Licensing Specialist
*J. Wood, Facility Engineering General Supervisor
P. Carr, Nuclear Facility Engineering Supervisor
D. Mominee, Quality Engineering Supervisor

.

S. Batch, Technical Projects Supervisor
' K. Yarger, Station Instrument and Control Engineer (Acting)

J. Helle, Engineering Division Director
*M. Stewart, Nuclear Training Manager
R. Peters, Licensing Manager

*R. Simkins, Nuclear Operations Training Supervisor
*J. Byrne, QA Engineer
*J. Lingenfelter, Technical Engineer

* Denotes those personnel attending the February 1, 1985 exit.

The inspectors also interviewed other licensee employees, including members
of the technical, operations, maintenance, I&C, training, health physics
and nuclear materials management department staff.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings
,

a. (Closed) Open Item (346/80-27-03): Temporary tags used to label
locked valves. The inspectors performed spot checks of locked valves

; and observed permanent tags labeling the valves. The inspectors also
interviewed select members of the operating staff and noted that a
system had been established to replace permanent tags on valves dis-
covered to be without permanent tags. Based on the spot checks and
interviews, the item is considered closed.

b. (Closed) Noncompliance (346/83-05-01): failure to assure changes to
procedures were reviewed for adequacy. The inspectors verified that
Section 6.1.1 of the Quality Assurance Manual had been changed to
require the review of documents for adequacy. The inspectors verified
that AD 1805.00.21, Procedure Preparation and Maintenance, had been
changed to require review of adequacy of temporary modifications to
procedures. The inspectors verified that a periodic written report is>

provided to the appropriate section heads listing procedures with five
or more temporary modifications attached.
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.c. (Closed) Noncompliance (346/83-24-01): Failure to provide respirator

t. training in accordance with the Quality Assurance Manual. The inspec-
tors interviewed select Chemistry and Health Physics personnel.. con-,

i. cerning which department is responsible for respirator training.
j Based on our findings, this item is considered closed.

'

l
d. (Closed) Unresolved Item (346/84-19-14) Use of an unacceptable inter-

; com for communication between the control room and the shift supervi-
| sor's office. On June 14, 1984,. an exemption was granted from the

10 CFR 50.54 requirement that a Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) bei
,

present continuously in the Control Room Panel area. The exemption
was based on a licensee commitment 1 to provide assured communication

!- between the control room operators and the Shift Supervisor's office.
j The inspecto,rs verified that the installed intercom provided garbled

verbal communication between the control room operators and the shift
i supervisor's office. Failure-to provide intelligible voice communica-

tion via thetintercom system is considered a deviation from the licen- '

i see's commitment. Once identified to the licensee, prompt corrective

] action was taken to provide continuous SRO coverage in the control
room panel area until the intercom system could be replaced. Prior to-

.

startup from the 1984 refueling outage, the licensee installed an

] intercom that met their commitment. The inspectors verified this by
i inspection of the intercom during its operation.

e. (Closed) Unresolved Item (346/84-28-02): Failure to cap open safety-

| related piping during maintenance. After reviewing the applicable

| ANSI standards and licensee administrative procedures and discussing
j the condition with NRC regional quality assurance inspectors, the
i inspectors determined that this was an item of noncompliance (346/85-
4 03-02). ANSI 18.7-1972, Section 5.3.5.1, states in part, "When entry

is required into a closed system where the presence of foreign mater-*

.

ial is intolerable, control measures shall be established to prevent
I entry of extraneous material and to assure that foreign material is
! removed from these systems." AD 1844.05, Cleanliness. Control, Section
i 6.2 states, "When it is necessary to remove a complete component having
j bolted or threaded connections, it is necessary to install internal

j seals in the system."
i

i f. (Closed) Open Item (346/84-28-04): Reportability of inadvertent emer-
! gency diesel generator starts. The inspectors determined that inadver-
i tent diesel starts are reportable under 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(ii) and
{ 10 CFR 50.72(a)(2)(iv). This' conclusion is based on information in
j questions 6.3 and 6.4 of NUREG 1022, Supplement 1, and Table 7.3-3 of
! the Davis-Besse Updated Safety Analysis Report.
:
i . i

j No other items of noncompliance or deviations were identified. -

4

j :t

i

:

; 2 Letter from V. P. Nuclear to J. F. Stolz dated December 2, 1983

I t
!
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3. Licensee Event Reports Followup,

.Through direct observations, discussion with licensee personnel, and review
of records, the following event reports were reviewed to determine that.

reportability requirements were fulfilled, immediate corrective action was
accomplished, and corrective action to prevent recurrence had been accom-

; plished in accordance with technical specifications.
* LER 83-15, Emergency diesel generator out of service due to erratic

electronic governor control.

* LER 83-22, Electronic governor failure on emergency diesel generator.

*
j LER 83-39, Containment personnel hatch failed to close properly,
i

*
i LER 84-09, Potential failure of auxiliary feedwater system due to
' startup feedwater piping breaks.

! * LER 84-10, Reactor trip due to personnel error. Two long term correc-
tive actions remain to be accomplished. One is the implementation of

j FCR 84-132 to install " flip-up" covers on control rod trip switches.
; Open Item (346/85-03-03) will remain outstanding until this FCR is
. completed. The second action is a review by the licensee and the B & W
| Owners group on essential inverter failures. Open item (346/85-03-04)
| will remain outstanding until the review is complete and any changes
i initiated by the review are implemented.

* LER 84-17, Firehose surveillance test late date exceeded.

!

| LER 84-18, Inoperable NIMBIN. The inspectors verified that the short
~

term corrective actions had been taken. The long term corrective action
of implementation of FCR 84-116 remains to be done. An open item (346/;

85-03-05) will remain outstanding until FCR 84-116 is implemented.

! LER 84-21, Containment purge ductwork found to be not seismically quali-
fled. All corrective actions have been completed except modification of
the ductwork identified as acceptable under interim allowable acceptance

; criteria. An open item (346/85-03-06) will remain outstanding until the
: FCRs associated with the interim allowable ductwork are implemented

returning the ductwork to inside the long term acceptance criteria.

i * LER 84-22, Control room emergency ventilation system makeup flow found
: out-of specification high.

Listed below are other LERs that were reviewed and not closed out at this
time:

;

(0 pen) LER 80-91, Overstressed Block Walls. The inspectors reviewed the
; documentation for thirteen completed FCRs and visually inspected the com-
'

pleted work for three of those FCRs. The inspectors will continue to
review the long term corrective action for this LER and document the
results in later inspection' reports,

i

?
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i (0 pen) LER 83-31, Non-tornado qualified chlorine detector block house. The
inspectors requested the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation review the4

i- licensee's safety evaluation on operator actions with respect to the chlor-
ine detectors in the event of a tornado.

i (Open) LER 84-12, Inoperable fire barrier in reactor protection Channel 2.
. The inspectors requested a cause code change from Other to Construction /
!. Installation. This request was based on the failure of construction per- ~

sonnel to properly place the temporary Kawool in the fire hole.
4 During the initial review of LERS 84-16, 84-18, 84-19 and 84-20, the inspec-

tors noted that all four reports had been submitted in excess of the 30
,

days allowed by 10 CFR 50.73 for written notification to the NRC of a
reportable event. The reports were submitted 6, 16, 4, and 6 days late

,

' respectively. During the follow up to the events surrounding LER 84-17
an item of noncompliance was issued in the previous inspection report,
84-28, for not submitting a thirty day report within the prescribed timei

! period. The licensee has not responded to this noncompliance. Therefore,

i the failure to provide written notification within thirty days.for LERS'
'

84-16, 84-18, 84-19, and 84-20 is considered an unresolved item pending
review of the licensee's response to LER 84-28 (346/85-03-07).

1

No items of noncompliance or deviation were identified.

4. Operational Safety Verification

i
! The inspectors observed control room operations, reviewed applicable logs
I and conducted discussions with control room operators during the month of

January 1985. The inspectors verified the operability of selected emergency
systems, reviewed tagout records and verified proper return to service of

j affected components. Tours of the auxiliary building and turbine building
i were conducted to observe plant equipment conditions, including potential
j fire hazards, fluid leaks, and excessive vibrations and to verify that

i maintenance requests had been initiated for equipment in need of mainten-
! ance. The inspectors, by observations and direct interviews, verified that
! the physical security was being implemented in accordance with the station
| security plan.

I
i The inspectors observed plant housekeeping / cleanliness conditions and veri-
i fied implementation of radiation protection controls. During the month of
i January, the inspectors walked down the accessible portions of the Contain-
j ment Spray system to verify operability,
i

These reviews and observations were conducted to verify that facility oper-
j

i ations were in conformance with the requirements established under tech-
4

j nical specifications, 10 CFR, and administrative procedures.
f

! During a tour of the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Rooms on January 28,
1985, the inspectors noticed that EDG Room No. 2 had an ambient temperature

! of 50 degrees fahrenheit. indicated by the thermostat in the room. The
inspectors informed the licensee of the situation. During the licensee's

i followup, it was determined that the coil of the unit heater in the room
!

|
i
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was plugged with mud. The mud was flushed out and the heater returned to
service. Subsequent to this event, the inspectors reviewed the Updated

; Safety Analysis Report (USAR) on the EDG ventilation system. Section
8.3.1.1.4 of the USAR states, "... heating for the emergency diesel genera-
tor rooms is supplied by means of a hot water heating system which main-
tains a 60 degrees fahrenheit minimum temperature with an outdoor design
temperature of -10 degrees fahrenheit". The 50 degrees fahrenheit ambient
temperature in the EDG room is considered unresolved (346/85-03-08) pending
the licensee's analysis of the condition.

;

Also, during the EDG Room tour the inspectors observed the low water jacket
temperature alarm in on the number one EDG. The inspectors reviewed the

i alarm procedure, AP 3044.11, associated with low water jacket temperature
and determined it was only applicable during EDG operation. Given certain
circumstances this alarm is valid when the EDG is not operating. The con-
dition was brought to the licensee's attention and the water jacket temper-

| ature was increased above the alarm condition. To resolve the alarm pro-
cedure problem the licensee committed to review all the EDG alarm proce-
dures for applicability in operating and non-operating conditions and
change the procedures where appropriate. The problem identified with alarm
procedures is considered an open item (346/85-03-13) and will be reviewed
in a subsequent inspection.

No items of noncompliance or deviation were identified.

5. Plant Trips

Following the plant trip on January 15, 1985, the inspectors ascertained
the status of the reactor and safety systems by observation of control room
indicators and discussions with licensee personnel concerning plant para-
meters, emergency system status, and reactor coolant chemistry. The
inspectors verified the establishment of proper communications and reviewed
the corrective actions taken by the licensee.

The plant trip occurred during plant startup with power in the intermediate
range when the Anticipatory Reactor Trip System (ARTS) deenergized the
power to the control rods causing them to insert into the reactor core.
The ARTS had been activated by the Steam and Feedwater Rupture Control
System (SFRCS) which sensed an actual low level in Steam Generator No. 2.
Approximately five minutes before the plant trip, Steam Generator No. 2 had

3

! been placed in manual to allow maintenance on a portion of the integrated
control system associated with steam generator level control. While inj

; manual the level drifted down to the SFRCS actuation level.

All safety systems performed their safety function. However, the suction
- pressure switches for an auxiliary feedwater pump actuated, changing the
l pump's suction from the condensate storage tank to the service water system
' for approximately one minute. The apparent cause of the switchover was an

overly conservative calibration of the pressure switches. The feedwater
j chemistry was returned to within specification and the unit returned to

criticality later that same day.

|
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I On January 25, 1985, the licensee experienced a Level 1 Safety Features
: Actuation due to a spurious trip of the channel 4 containment radiation
j monitor. A single channel containment radiation monitor trip was suffi-

cient to cause a Level 1 actuation because the channel 3 containment
i radiation monitor had been declared inoperable and placed in the tripped

condition on January 24, 1985 All systems responded as expected and the
i. equipment which actuated was restored to normal on January 25, 1985.
1

! On January 20, 1985, the licensee experienced a dropped control rod. The
| rod was returned to service after an investigation revealed no apparent
, cause. The inspectors verified that adequate shutdown margin was main-
| tained.
I

On January 23, 1985, the licensee again experienced a dropped control rod.,

i Initial investigations revealed no apparent cause. However, since this
j was the same rod that had dropped on January 20, 1985, a more thorough
| investigation was initiated and the cause was found to be a loose connec-

tion in the power cabla. The connection was restored to the correct con-
'

i figuration and the rod was returned to service. The inspectors verified
{ that adequate shutdown margin was maintained.
I

{ No items of noncompliance or deviations were identifled.
!

) 6. Monthly Maintenance Observation

!

Station maintenance activities of safety related systems and components,

i listed below were observed / reviewed to ascertain that they were conducted
i

in accordance with approved procedures, regulatory guides'and industry
codes or standards and in conformance with technical specifications.

I
| The following items were considered during this review: the limiting con-
! ditions for operation were met while components or systems were removed

from service; approvals were obtained prior to initiating the work; acti-,

) vities were accomplished using approved procedures and were inspected as
*

applicable; functional testing and/or calibrations were performed prior to
i returning components or systems to service; quality control records were
i maintained; activities were accomplished by qualified personnel; parts and

materials used were properly certified; radiological controls were imple-
mented; and fire prevention controls were implemented. Work requests were

i reviewed to determine status of outstanding jobs and to assure that pri-
| ority is assigned to safety related equipment maintenance which may affect
| system performance.
,

| The following maintenance activities were observed / reviewed:
i

* Repair of Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) air start regulators.- (
,

*
j Repair of Control Room Ventilation System Isolation Damper

| Following completion of maintenance on the EDG air start regulators and the
! control room ventilation system isolation damper, the inspector < verified
| that these systems had been returned to service properly,
'
i

|

7 ,,
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i- While observing repair of the EDG air start regulators, the inspectors
j determined that the Maintenance Work Order for the work was not present at

.the.jobsite. Feilure to maintain-the work order at the jobsite is con-
'

j sidered an unresolved item pending review of the licensee's procedures and
| appropriate ANSI standards (346/85-03-09).

The inspectors also noted that the instrument and control technicians were4

'

using an uncontrolled vendor bulletin (NIP-205) while repairing the air
start regulators. The bulletin in use was a more current revision than
the bulletin found in the controlled EDG technical manual. Unresolved Item

j- 346/84-19-11 dealt with the area of vendor manual control. This item will
be reviewed in light of the resolution to Unresolved Item 346/84-19-11. |

Therefore, this is considered an unresolved item (346/85-03-10).

"
While observing the post maintenance testing of the control room ventila-;

tion isolation damper, the inspectors noted that there appeared to be some p
uncertainty about whether or not the air cooling subsystem of the control '

,

] room emergency ventilation system (EVS) was operating properly. Also, the-
'

inspectors observed a jumper installation in the cooling water system of
the control room EVS. The cooling water system portion of the EVS was out

g of service for maintenance; therefore, the adequacy of the control room
EVS control systems and the jumper installation was indeterminant and is

j considered an open item (346/85-03-11).
I

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.'

7. Monthly Surveillance Observation

; The inspectors observed technical specifications required surveillance
; testing on the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (EVS), ST 5076.01

Control Room EVS Monthly Test. and verified that testing was performed in'

j accordance with adequate procedures, that test instrumentation was cali-
| brated, that limiting conditions for operation were met, that removal and
j restoration of the affected components were accomplished, that test results

|
! conformed with technical specifications and procedure requirements and were
j reviewed by personnel other than the individual directing the test, and
! that any deficiencies identified during the testing were properly reviewed

,

.

and resolved by appropriate management personnel. '

!

) The inspectors also reviewed portions of the following test activities:

* ST $071.01 Auxiliary Feedwater System Monthly Test
j ST 5081.01 Emergency Diesel Generator Monthly Test*

; ST 5099.01 Miscellaneous Instrument Shift Checks*

l No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.1

8. Independent Inspection
,

!

During the inspection period, the inspectors noticed a number of apparent;

j drawing discrepancies. The inspectors will follow up on these items during
i
i

|

| 8
*
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a subsequent inspection. This is considered an unresolved item (346/85-
03-12).

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

9. IE Bulletin Followup

For the IE Bulletins listed below, the inspectors verified that the written
response was within the time period stated in the bulletin, that the writ-
ten response included the information required to be reported, that the
written response included adequate corrective action commitments based on
information presented in the bulletin and the licensee's response, that
licensee management forwarded copies of the written response to the appro-
priate onsite management representatives, that information discussed in the
licensee's written response was accurate, and that corrective action taken
by the licensee was as described in the written response.

(Closed) IEB 78-01, Flammable Contact-Arm Retainers in GE CR120A Relays

(Closed) IEB 78-02, Terminal Block Qualification

(Closed) IEB 78-05, Malfunctioning GE CR105X Contacts

(Closed) IEB 78-06, Defective Cutler-Hammer, Type M Relays with DC Coils

(0 pen) IEB 83-07, Apparently Fraudulent Products Sold by Ray Miller, Inc.
The inspectors reviewed the licensee's method for determining which sup-
pliers to contact to determine if those suppliers had acquired any ASME
material from Ray Miller, Inc. The inspectors considered this method
acceptable. Of the companies contacted only one, RECO, has indicated that
material from Ray Miller, Inc. was sent to the icensee. Two companies,
U.S. Steel and Reynolds Metal Company, have yet to respond. The bulletin
will remain open until these responses are received and evaluated.

(Closed) IEB 83-08, Electrical Circuit Breakers with an Undervoltage (UV)
Trip in Use in Safety-Related Applications other than the Reactor Trip
System. During the review of the licensee's response, the inspectors
noticed that the licensee did not identify similar applications of other
type breakers by manufacturers other than GE and Westinghouse that use an
undervoltage trip feature. This was required by Action 1 of the bulletin.
The inspectors informed the licensee's Engineering Director of this situa-
tion. The licensee responded that no other UV trip attachments were on
safety related breakers except those reported in IEB 83-04.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

10. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of noncompli-
ance, or deviations. Unresolved items disclosed during the inspection are
discussed in paragraphs 3, 4, 6, and 8.

9 '
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11. Open Items

Open. items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee, which
will be reviewed further by the inspectors, and which involve some action
on the part of the NRC or licensee or both. Open items disclosed during
the inspection are discussed in paragraphs 3, 4, and 6.

12. Exit Interview

The inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
throughout the month and at the conclusion of the inspection on February 1,
1985, and summarized the scope and findings of the inspection activities.
During the exit, the inspectors discussed the recent unreported multiple
failures which occurred in the scram system at Susquehanna. The inspec-
tors stressed the requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 and 73 for reporting multi-
ple failures in safety systems and reviewed the written guidance on what
may constitute a multiple failure. The licensee acknowledged the findings
and the statements made by the inspectors with respect to items discussed
in the report. After discussions with the licensee, the inspectors have
determined there is no proprietary data contained in this inspection report.

<
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